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Abstract - The proposed system is aimed at solving the 
problem of information overload faced by researchers in the 
biomedical domain. When the user gives a query on the 
interface of the system, the corresponding abstracts are 
retrieved from the MEDLINE database using the Utils tool. 
The usage of a proxy that is run in locally. It intercepts all 
HTTP traffic, extracts queries, question chains, i.e., finally 
posed queries, end result sets, clicked end result pages, in 
addition to the complete click on movement of finally visited 
internet pages, and shops this statistics to a neighborhood 
database document which we discuss with because the 
neighborhood index withinside the following. Accordingly, 
searches with Google (the equal technique may be without 
problems implemented to another seek engine as well) are 
intercepted and seek consequences are re-ranked in keeping 
with private choices. offers a top level view of our seek 
personalization architecture.  

Key Words: Categorization, feature extraction, cosine 
similarity, 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Database structures are being an increasing number of used 
for interactive and exploratory data retrieval .In such 
retrieval; queries frequently bring about too many solutions. 
Not all of the retrieved objects are applicable to the person; 
typically, best a tiny fraction of the end result set is 
applicable to person. Unfortunately, person frequently 
desires to look at all or maximum of the retrieved objects to 
locate the ones thrilling ones. This too-many-solutions 
phenomenon is normally stated as “statistics overload”. In 
this paintings we endorse a way to the trouble of statistics 
overload in MEDLINE database that's the storehouse of 
scientific journals. So on this thesis the trouble of statistics 
overload in MEDLINE is treated via way of means of 
categorizing the MEDLINE question consequences primarily 
based totally on MeSH idea hierarchy. A dynamic navigation 
scheme is employed withinside the MeSH idea hierarchy in 
order that the customers can locate question consequences 
applicable to their area of interest. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The proposed system [2] plays computerized undertaking of 
MeSH key phrases for a given clinical article reference 
primarily based totally on associative class, that's a 

information mining method derived from affiliation rule 
mining. It includes following 3 steps:  Data preparation 
Associative Classification calls for record withinside the 
shape of a transaction. A transaction has parts: a hard and 
fast of MeSH key phrases & a hard and fast of phrases 
extracted from title & summary. After the tree fields are 
extracted, the title & summary are processed one by one 
from the MeSH key phrases one by one. The key phrases are 
normalized to shape the MeSH tree identifiers. Each 
identifier is a sequence of wide variety separated via way of 
means of dots being the identifiers of department of MeSH 
tree from root node to suitable node indicated via way of 
means of the enter keyword. Title & summary are 
normalized via way of means of forestall word pruning & 
stemming.  Rule era This step generates common object 
units among article’s phrases & corresponding MeSH key 
phrases ensuing in a hard and fast of regulations. Minimum 
aid is first used throughout the rule era step to first of all 
lessen the wide variety of regulations that's in addition 
decreased throughout class via way of means of self belief 
threshold.  Tuning of parameters in this step a no of 
algorithm’s parameters are examined to find out an most 
beneficial set of values used in addition in class. This set of 
parameters are accountable for prunning , ranking & choice 
of regulations. 

GoPubMed [3] makes use of each MeSH & Gene Ontology to 
categorize the question effects of PubMed. In this paintings a 
unique time period extraction set of rules is used to retrieve 
the MeSH & Gene Ontology phrases that are then used to 
assemble the sub-ontology primarily based totally at the 
question. If a phrase withinside the summary fits multiple 
time period the set of rules will go back the fit that has the 
very best degree with inside the ontology hierarchy and is the 
shortest some of the identical degree. Once the phrases are 
extracted from the summary the ontology must be offered for 
surfing abstracts. GoPubMed presentations the sub-ontology 
tree as a result derived & for every idea node with inside the 
tree it exhibits pinnacle 10 standards most effective. In our 
scheme every idea node exhibits a selective & dynamic listing 
of descendant nodes ranked most effective relevance to 
person question now no longer always children In Automatic 
textual content categorization the use of Neural networks, [6] 
the MEDLINE articles are classified primarily based totally on 
MeSH terms .The neural community is educated to assign 
MeSH terms primarily based totally at the time period 
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frequency of phrases from the title & summary. In this 
paintings the trouble of spotting MeSH phrases for a 
particular file given a hard and fast of phrases with inside the 
file is solved through the use of back-propagation or counter 
propagation. Right here the enter to the neural community is 
the file vectors similar to every file to be classified & output is 
the class to which the file belongs. XPLORMED [7] is a device 
this is used to question on MEDLINE citations. It is a question 
refinement device .Method utilized in XPLORMED is primarily 
based totally on locating a subset of abstracts through the use 
of fuzzy binary relations. Following steps are hired on this 
paintings:  A MEDLINE seek produces abstracts  This is 
given as enter to the machine. 6  The machine selects the 
phrase from abstracts primarily based totally on their 
electricity of affiliation to different phrases.  Selected 
phrases are joined to shape the elegance of related phrases.  
One or extra phrase training are used to choose the subset of 
abstracts. The affiliation among phrases in summary are 
described through fuzzy binary relations:  S w-Degree of 
relatedness among phrases  I w - Degree of inclusion of 1 
phrase into another So end of this literature survey is that 
works centered on categorization of MEDLINE files are there. 
But none of them offer an green navigation scheme the use of 
which the person can undergo the question effects .The 
closest to the proposed machine is GoPubMed machine which 
implements a static navigation technique at the effects of 
PubMed. GoPubMed lists a predefined listing of high-degree 
MeSH standards, such as "Chemicals and Drugs," "Biological 
Sciences," and so on, and for every one in every of them 
presentations the pinnacle-10 standards.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system is aimed at solving the problem of 
information overload faced by researchers in the biomedical 
domain. When the user gives a query on the interface of the 
system, the corresponding abstracts are retrieved from the 
MEDLINE database using the eUtils tool. The usage of a 
proxy that is run in locally. It intercepts all HTTP traffic, 
extracts queries, question chains, i.e., finally posed queries, 
end result sets, clicked end result pages, in addition to the 
complete click on movement of finally visited internet pages, 
and shops this statistics to a neighborhood database 
document which we discuss with because the neighborhood 
index with inside the following. Accordingly, searches with 
Google (the equal technique may be without problems 
implemented to another seek engine as well) are intercepted 
and seek consequences are re-ranked in keeping with 
private choices. Offers a top level view of our seek 
personalization architecture.  

 

Fig 1: Methodology 

The retrieved abstracts are categorized into the MeSH 
concept hierarchy based on cosine similarity of TFIDF vector 
of the result document set and the training set documents 
.The resulting tree is given as input to the edge-cut 
algorithms of the dynamic navigation scheme to reduce the 
tree size. Thus the navigation cost of the user is minimized. 
The main two modules of this system are described in detail 
below: 

3.1 Categorization of Documents  

A concept hierarchy is created by using the MESH concept 
hierarchy. For each MESH concept in the hierarchy 
corresponding training documents are assigned. When a 
query is given in the MEDLINE browser the corresponding 
abstracts are retrieved and categorized according to the 
MESH concepts. The categorization is done by computing 
cosine similarity of the training documents and the retrieved 
documents. 

f

 

Fig 2 : steps in categorization 

Representing features of each node to convert set of training 
documents representing a MESH concept into a standard 
form, first the documents are subjected to a set of stemming 
and stopping procedures to obtain a Bag of Words 
representation. Stopping procedure removes the common 
words from the set of documents. Stemming procedure 
converts the words of a document into its root word. A 
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vocabulary is formed consisting of the MESH concepts. Then 
the following frequencies of a document are computed:  
Term Frequency (TF): The term frequency of the ith word Wi 
in the vocabulary is the no of times the word appears in the 
document  Document Frequency(DF): Document frequency 
of the ith word Wi in the vocabulary is the no of documents 
in which the word appears. 15  Inverse Document 
Frequency(IDF): Inverse document frequency of a word w is 
calculated by : IDF (w)=log(|d|)/DF(w) Here d is the total 
documents of in the node  Term Frequency × Inverse 
Document Frequency(TFIDF): TFIDF( w , d)=TF(w ,d) × 
IDF(w) The feature vector of each node is computed by 
F=«TFIDF(w1,d)... 

3.2 Dynamic navigation scheme: Edge-Cut Algorithms 

The Ideal Edge-Cut Algorithm computes the navigation cost 
of each node of the input tree traversing it in post-order .For 
each node of the input tree excluding the leaf the algorithm 
stores all possible edge-cuts of the tree rooted at the node 
and the set of all possible sub-trees rooted at the node. 
Compute the cost of all valid edge cuts for the set of sub-
trees and take the minimum cost edge cut as the ideal one. 

 

Fig 3 : Ideal edge cut algorithm 

The algorithm to compute the minimal navigation cost, Ideal-
Edge-Cut is exponential and hence infeasible for the 
navigation trees of most queries. So Ideal Edge-Cut is to be 
run on a reduced navigation tree to be run on real time. This 
reduced tree is obtained by Simplifying-Edge-Cut Algorithm 
which partitions the tree .For each tree node n, the algorithm 
removes the ”heaviest” children of n one-by-one until the 
weight of n falls below k. 

 

 

Fig 4 : Simplifying the edge cut algorithm 

The experiments have been performed on a Toshiba Satellite 
C640 device with 2. four GHz CPU and four GB of most 
important reminiscence going for walks Windows7.All the 
algorithms are applied the usage of java and SQL database is 
used. The MeSH idea hierarchy is applied as a tree in jsp. The 
tree nodes are saved in an SQL database. When the 
consumer offers a question at the browser, the 
corresponding abstracts are retrieved from the MEDLINE 
database the usage of the eUtils. Initially the usage of the 
eUtils the PubMedIDs similar to the question are retrieved. 
PubMedIDs for this reason retrieved are furnished as enter 
to the eUtils question to retrieve the corresponding 
abstracts. In the experimental set-up the no of abstracts 
which can be retrieved similar to a question is 100.It is 
performed with the aid of using putting the retmax of the 
eUtil question as 100 Initially a education record set is there 
for every MeSH idea. The TFIDF vector of every MeSH idea is 
constituted of the education set. Next, the TFIDF of the 
retrieved abstracts are computed .The retrieved abstracts 
are labeled into the MeSH idea hierarchy primarily based 
totally on cosine similarity of TFIDF of the end result record 
and the education set files that is computed with the aid of 
using the categorization set of rules. Initially simplest the 
foundation node is shown. When the consumer plays the 
EXPAND motion on the foundation node then the Simplifying 
Edge-Cut set of rules is administered to lessen the tree size. 
The ensuing tree is given to the Idea lEdge-Cut set of rules to 
locate the minimal value side reduce which minimizes the 
navigation value of the consumer 
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4. RESULTS 

 

Fig 5: MeSH tree before Edge-cut operation 

 

Fig 6 : MeSH tree after Edge-cut operation 

 

Figure 7: Categorized query results 

4. CONCLUSION 

Information explosion is a chief hassle confronted with the 
aid of using the researchers whilst looking biomedical 
databases even as searching for applicable works of their 
vicinity of hobby. In this paintings the hassle is addressed 
with the aid of using categorization and navigation of 
question outcomes the usage of MeSH idea hierarchy. 
Categorization is completed primarily based totally at the 
cosine similarity of the retrieved abstracts and the MeSH 
standards. So the question outcomes are organised right into 

a dynamic MeSH tree which has MeSH standards as its nodes 
.A dynamic navigation scheme is supplied withinside the 
MeSH tree such that every node growth exhibits most 
effective a small subset of the idea nodes primarily based 
totally at the consumer question as a way to decrease the 
navigation cost. The consumer can navigate the MeSH tree, 
discover the standards which might be of hobby to them and 
the articles classified below the idea. 
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